LR: Hello everyone!
SMD: hello Livia. I am from Stony Brook University,NY
KJ: KJ, Saint Mary's College in Indiana
CH: Good morning all! University of Las Vegas Nevada, CH, JS and MH
LM: LM, Buffalo State College in Buffalo, NY
CR: CR, CB, and TL @ Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond, KY
AB: SMD, AB and SB, Stony Brook University
LH: LH, Umiv. of Missouri - not a new grantee, but always wanting to gain
information
EO: EO, University of Tennessee Helath Science Center
SD: SD, Ohio University Women's Center, 2009 grantee
EO: Health*
RA: Arizona Western College and NAU-Yuma
SH: Jefferson College of Health Sciences, Roanoke VA
JG: hey - here from nc state university
DF: DF and SC, Connecticut College, New London, CT
MWK: Yes
LM: I'd like to hear about your experience with getting things approved by the
DOJ people
SMD: same here
DF: yes! we've had this problem too!
AE: Us too
CR: We have just started our grant work...and are interested in hearing the best
way to "hit the ground running"...and also hear what has worked best (or was
already in place) at other campuses.
MWK: Mandatory Orientation tips
JH: useful tools for managing data required for the bi-annual reports
RA: strategies for meeting the 100% contact with new students
SD: same here
KV: will we have access to aggregated data from all programs
JG: new
KJ: new
KV: new
CH: new grantee
CR: new grantees!
DF: new
SMD: new
SD: new
JH: new
RA: 3-5.9 years
AE: new
EO: new
GB: new

MWK: 6+ years
LH: 1-2.9 years
CM: 3-5.9
CC: new
LM: renewed grant, new project team
KF: 2.5 years
KM: new
SH: Since Sept 2008
SM: new
AM: new greantee
SD: how did you deliver these materials at orientation
SD: mandatory pre-enrollment on-line program
LM: an on-line program & at orientation
JH: 3 tiered system-- letters, orientation presentations, online class
CH: Part of mandatory orientation
SM: Mandatory Orientation and web-based seminars
SH: It is mandatory for all students to attend orientation. We also have an online
orientation and a packet of information for mailings...we can do a combination of
all the above.
RA: orientation, online presentation, classroom visits, phone calls with follow up,
home visits prior to me...institution will not allow mandatory orientation
CR: mandatory orientation
SM: developing web-based training
JH: we need to develop, but we'd like to see OVW approved samples from other
universities
LM: we did our own on-line program, deliver it through our course managment
system (ANGEL)
LR: Racine, your campus has a broad range of extensive strategies to reach the
100%!
RA: our web based module will be a combination of evidence-based material
available and campus specific material
KV: did not specify
SD: to be determined
JH: one thing to keep in mind with LE training is collaborating with advocates...
our LE really wanted to have them in the room for Q's
MWK: We have applied for Law Enforcement credits with our training. This gets
the police there.
CH: We used our Take Back the Night event
KV: newsletter & women's center grand opening
SD: campus wide news release, articles in student newspaper, general
announcements
JH: we're working on an april kick off for SAAM
SD: how did you pay for those events, written into the grant? outside support

MWK: what kind of emails?
KV: do those have to be approved?
MWK: thank you!
KV: thanks
KJ: what about letters to partners--inviting them to meetings--do those need to
be approved?
KJ: thanks
AE: What if we wanted to do something like a Facebook page- would that need
to be approved? Thanks.
SJ: You had The Vagina Monologues listed in the previous slide, but I was told
that grant funding couldn't be used to support that production.
KJ: Is there more information on the change agent program?
LM: I'd like to see that too if possible
KV: that would be great! thank you!
JH: me too
KJ: thanks
JH: would you be willing to share samples of your forms? we're currently
developing ours right now
LH: The Muskie Institute database is great for tracking for the reports.
SJ: Will this PowerPoint be available on the CALCASA website?
CH: Thank you Rebecca!
RG: Thanks. Hopefully it was helpful.
MWK: Thank you!
JH: Thank you, very helpful
JS: Thank you!
KV: Yes. thank you!!!
SD: thanks so much
MWK: when is the next institute?
GB: thank you very much!
RA: Thanks Rebecca
RG: June 16 & 17

